YouCount

A research project about the lives of European youth

Be part of YouCount and help improve young people’s futures!

Young people know more about their own lives, hopes and dreams than anyone else.

So, a team of researchers from nine European countries will work with young citizen scientists to find new solutions to local challenges producing positive change for youth in your community.

Join the YouCount community!
Your thoughts count!

Getting in touch
barbaramihok@gmail.com (Szeged)
oblath@gmail.com (Siklósbudony)

#YouCount

Partners

www.youcountproject.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101005931.
Social inclusion could be... 

- Taking part in society, such as having a job or participating in social life.
- Feeling connected to others, and a sense of belonging.
- Being a ‘citizen’ with rights and responsibilities.

Being a young citizen scientist or researcher in YouCount means:

1. Exploring what **social inclusion** means to you and other young people.
2. **Meeting and talking** with young people and others.
3. Identifying **possibilities for change** based on young people’s ideas.
4. Working together with community leaders to **create change**.

Hard of hearing youth in **Szeged** will explore what challenges do they perceive and what resources are available for them in the process of becoming autonomous and independent adults.

The Citizen Social Scientists from **Siklósbdony** will explore the social constraints and local possibilities around adopting sustainable agriculture techniques and gaining better access to quality education.